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QUESTION 1

Which file holds global Kernel values to survive reboot in a Check Point R77 gateway? 

A. $FWDIR/conf/fwkern.conf 

B. $FWDIR/boot/modules/fwkern.conf 

C. $FWDIR/boot/confwkern.conf 

D. $FWDIR/boot/fwkern.conf 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Misha is working on a stand-by firewall and deletes the connections table in error. He finds that now the table is out of
sync with the Active member. to get them completely synced again, Mish should run the command pair ____________
and __________ . 

A. fw ctl sync stop, fw ctl sync start 

B. fw ctl setsync off, fw ctl setsync start 

C. fw ctl setsync stop, fw ctl setsync on 

D. fw ctl setsync off, fw ctl setsync on 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer reports that the time on the standby cluster member is not correct. After failing over and making it active,
the time is now correct. NTP has been configured on both machines, so it is expected that both machines be in sync
with the NTP server. Upon investigating, it was found that the standby member was never able to communicate with the
NTP server while it was in standby configuration. What could be the problem? 

A. You should be syncing your backup to the primary for time settings. 

B. NTP is not supported in active-passive mode. 

C. Traffic from the standby member was hidden behind the cluster IP address and was therefore returning to the active
member. 

D. Routing prevents the standby member from performing functions such as peering with dynamic routing and obtaining
NTP updates. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

What does the output of the commands fw ctl multik stat and fw6ctl multik stat show? 

A. Only the number of total connections currently being handled by all Kernels on a CoreXL enabled firewalls. 

B. Information for each kernel instance. The output displays state and processing core number of each instance. 

C. Which CPU cores are Kernel and SND bound cores. 

D. The number of Firewall Kernels that are installed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The command fw monitor -p all displays what type of information? 

A. It captures all points of the chain as the packet goes through the firewall kernel. 

B. This is not a valid command. 

C. The -p is used to resolve MAC address in the firewall capture. 

D. It does a firewall monitor capture on all interfaces. 

Correct Answer: A 
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